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From the President: Sylvia Horwitz

I think we all may be happy about seeing the end of 
2020 coming up at the end of this month. What a year! 
And I think the “Festival of Lights” may shine a little 
brighter with the end of 2020 in sight. But I also think we 
can look back with some satisfaction at how we have 
managed to adapt to the needs of the times. We cele-
brated Rabbi Seidel and welcomed Rabbi Werbow. 
Our community is thriving, davening together, learning 
together, supporting one another, and moving forward. 
It was wonderful seeing so many of you at the Congre-
gational meeting on November 22, and hearing your thoughts on creating new av-

enues for engagement, among other things. 

I am hopeful that 2021will be a good and positive year in a multitude of ways. I 
am hopeful that a vaccine for Covid-19 will be generally available and that we 
can get back to normal – regular services in the building, kiddush lunches, etc. I am 

(Continued on page 2) 

From the Rabbi: Rabbi Michael Werbow 

Even though it’s been almost two months since Sukkot, I have warm memories of my 
first celebration of the festival in DC. Part of what brings back ideas of Sukkot is 
the upcoming holiday of Chanukah. You may ask why Cha-

nukah inspires me to think of Sukkot? 

There are several explanations as to the origins of this festi-
val of lights.  Among them we are probably all the most fa-
miliar with the one given in the Talmud.  There, in response 
to the question, “What is Chanukah?” the answer is given 

about the oil that miraculously burned for eight days.   

In the Book of Maccabees there are two other explanations 
given.  One is that when the Temple was cleaned and re-
dedicated after the Syrians and Hellenists (those who pur-
sued Greek culture) had defiled it through sacrifices to Greek gods.  This rededica-
tion ceremony paralleled the dedication ceremony in the Torah which takes eight 

days.   

The second explanation from Maccabees is the one that links Chanukah with Suk-
(Continued on page 3) 
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hopeful for a new tone in public discourse. I am hopeful that we at TI will continue to thrive, to grow, to cre-

ate and learn together and to be there for one another. 

And speaking of creating, while we’ll miss getting together in person for sufganiot, latkes, fun and games 
and partying together at the annual Extravaganza, what a virtual Extravaganza there will be! If you haven’t 
checked out “8 Bright Nights – Celebrate Chanukah 

From the President - continued 
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with TI” on the website at https://
tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/chanukah5781.html, please 
do. There are many varied opportunities for Tiers of 
all ages to celebrate together – even in person, with 
an optional hike, Havdallah and stargazing on De-
cember 12 and a meet-up for donuts and dreidels 
December 13, both in Rock Creek Park. And of 
course, there are special events for our youngest 

members, youth and teens as well.  

Please be sure to register for the events of your 
choice. Just click on the event you want to attend and 
fill out the on-line form. You will then get all the in-
formation you need for joining the event. I look for-

ward to seeing you – on Zoom and/or in the park. 

Happy Chanukah, Chevre! 

Sylvia 

Funeral Practices Committee 
Always On-Call 

Chaverim of the Funeral Practices Committee 
are on call to provide counsel and services to 
synagogue members and their dependents.  

In the event of a death, before contacting the 
funeral home please contact one of the following 
chaverim or the TI  office (202-882-1605).  

Shelly Heller h: 301-942-1836 
  w: 202-994-5906 
  c:  301-996-2704 

Marcia Goggin w: 301-754-1963 
  c:  301.792.1063  

Bruce Heppen h: 301-299-3255 
  c: 202-997-1890 
  w: 703-417-8983 

  Naomi Revzin  h: 301-765 6272 
  c:  301-435.6272 

mailto:info@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:mwerbow@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:eseidel@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:sylvia.ticong@gmail.com
mailto:tiexec@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:sheri@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:rina@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:yael@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:delanie@tifereth-israel.org
https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/chanukah5781.html
https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/chanukah5781.html
tel:301-299-3255
tel:202-997-1890
tel:703-417-8983
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From the Rabbi - continued 

kot.  In Book 2 of the Maccabees, Chapter 10, Verses 6-8 we find the following: 

6   And they celebrated it for eight days with rejoicing, in the manner of the feast of booths, 
remembering how not long before, during the feast of booths, they had been wandering 

in the mountains and caves like wild animals. 

7   Therefore bearing ivy-wreathed wands and beautiful branches and also fronds of palm, 
they offered hymns of thanksgiving (Hallel) to God who had given success to the purify-

ing of this holy place. 

8   They decreed by public ordinance and vote that the whole nation of the Jews should ob-

serve these days every year. 

The Feast of Booths mentioned is of course the holiday of Sukkot when we build and dwell in booths. 
Those returning to the Temple were so excited to be able to perform the sacrificial rite that they didn’t 
want to wait until the holiday of Passover came around but rather looked back to a holiday recently 
passed that they could make-up.  They brought out the lulav to shake it and they sang Hallel as a way to 

carry out the holiday they missed. 

It would have been enough to do this once and then in future years return to the normal cycle of holidays 
but instead they “decreed by public ordinance” that this holiday would be repeated yearly.  So, Chanu-

kah was born.   

What do we do when we miss something?  Maybe if we miss someone’s birthday we send a “belated” 
card.  If we miss an anniversary we might bring flowers.  We typically don’t establish a new day of cele-

bration.  So why did they? 

Maybe because of the dearth of holidays throughout the late fall and winter.  Following Sukkot there are 
no holidays before Chanukah.  In fact, Cheshvan, the month in between is called Mar Cheshvan, “bitter 

Cheshvan” because there are no holidays.   

Not only is Cheshvan a dark time, so is the period in our lives right now. Covid has brought much darkness 
to our lives. We are separated from loved ones. We are not able to celebrate holidays, birthdays and 
other celebrations together. We are not able to give one another a hug in greeting or in comfort. When 

we are in darkness, we must find ways to bring in light and spread light to others. 

Chanukah brings light to this time both figuratively and literally.  We literally bring light to the darkness 
by lighting the Chanukah lamps.  We figuratively have brought light to this time by finding something to 
celebrate.  We know that it is not always easy; finding light in the darkness, but the Maccabees found a 

way to bring in the light and we benefit from it today. 

May we continue to find light and celebration. 

Chag Urim Sameyach, Happy Chanukah! 

What I Learned During the Pandemic - Paula Flicker 

I am surprised to learn that teleworking full-time works for me, at least as long as everyone else is 

teleworking.   I always thought that too much time at home alone would lead to obsession about minor things 

such as minor non-essential house repairs.  Of course, there are many meetings via Zoom, Skype or Teams so I 

don’t feel alone much of the day.  Overall, it is a good time to be an introvert. My inner recluse has emerged. 

The most important lesson has been the importance of getting outside, particularly on a sunny day.  Even a 

short walk around the block can raise my spirits.  I thank the neighbor who has lovely flowers blooming by the 

side of the sidewalk.   I learned what a mogul socket is in order to rewire an old lamp. 
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https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/uptown-shabbat--robyn-helzner--larry-paul-via-zoom.html
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https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/shabbat-morning-boost.html
https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/chanukah5781.html
https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/joyous-movement--dance-/-adena-galinsky1.html
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New Members - Jared Garelick

A fair number of the members on TI’s rolls have “out 
of town” membership. This is an economical way for 
people who live outside the Washington area to be 
part of the TI community and to help it thrive. Many 
are former local members who have moved away 
yet still feel a connection to TI. Some others, like 
those featured today, are parents of local members, 
who live elsewhere but have grown to know and 
appreciate TI through visits. For those playing along 
at home, see if you can discern the connection 
between these two new members, who are 

geographically separated by a continent.  

Dorothea Ellern – Dorothea is mother and mother-in
-law to TI members Carla Ellern and Stan Dorn. She

is a native New Yorker, living almost her entire life 
in the same section of the Upper West Side. Her co-
op apartment, where she has lived for the past 40 
years, is located two blocks from the elementary 
school she attended. She grew up in an assimilated 
Jewish family with little religious ritual, but became 
involved in a Zionist youth movement in high school 
and then married Felix, from Israel, who had an 
Orthodox background. Together they raised their 
two daughters with more Jewish observance, 
sending them for part of their education to Jewish 
day schools. Widowed in 1987, she has lived 
independently since her daughters grew up. 
Dorothea’s other daughter, Lisa, also lives in this 

area, about a mile from Carla and Stan, so she has 

lots of reasons to visit.  

Most years for the High Holidays Dorothea comes 
here for Rosh Hashanah but is back in New York for 
Yom Kippur. This year, with services on Zoom, she 
was able for the first time in years to enjoy her 
daughter Carla singing the Avodah service, which 
many congregants consider a highlight of TI’s Yom 
Kippur service. Dorothea reports that because of 
the pandemic she has mostly been staying in, and is 
unable to enjoy the cultural resources like theater, 
concerts, and museums that she loves so much in New 
York. But she lives across the street from Riverside 
Park, which provides her an opportunity to get 
outside for fresh air and scenery. Staying in also 
gives her time to practice piano, which she 
abandoned as a child and took back up as an adult. 
Besides TI, Dorothea is a member of a congregation 

in New York. 

Rhea Dorn – Rhea is mother and mother-in-law to TI 
members Stan Dorn and Carla Ellern. A 
transplanted New Englander, she has lived in 

southern California for 60 years. She lives in Irvine.  

Rhea’s parents, 
who owned a 
kosher butcher 
shop in Hartford, 
Connecticut, were 
members of three 
d i f f e r e n t 
congrega t i on s . 
She thought that 
silly at the time, 
but eventually 
realized that it 
was at least 
partly in order to 
maintain strong 
ties across their 
customer base. 
Years later she 
realizes she has 
ultimately done 
the same, as a 
member of two 

Dorothea Ellern - family photo 

Rhea Dorn - family photo 
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Here are samples of what TI-ers have been baking lately.  Please keep sending your baking photos to meno-

rah@tifereth-israel.org 

What We’re Baking 

Rainbow challah and photos by Sarah Mehler 

New Members - continued

congregations at home and now TI as well. With the magic of Zoom and the difference in time 
zones, at the High Holidays she was able to “attend” all three on the same day. She was even 
able to enjoy her son Stan leading Musaf, which many congregants consider a highlight of TI’s 

Yom Kippur service.  

Rhea and her late husband Alfred, a pediatrician, lived in Vermont before moving west, and she 
continued the downhill skiing they both learned to love back east until just a year and a half ago. 
Together they raised three sons and two daughters. Both daughters live in nearby Southern 
California, and the two sons besides Stan both live in Tempe, Arizona where they teach at the 
same university. She also has been largely stuck home by the pandemic, though she too has a 
nearby park where she enjoys walking and waving at masked neighbors. Indoors, she is as busy 
as ever with a variety of online classes, particularly involving literature and poetry. One is led by 
a retired professor in Israel. Before the virus times Rhea often visited here for Rosh Hashanah and 

other events, like Pesach, and always enjoyed TI, especially for its spirited singing. 

Welcome to TI, Dorothea and Rhea. 

Quiz help. If you have not figured it out yet, here’s a hint if you have a bissel of Yiddish or know 

how to Google: machatunim or, more specifically, machateynes.  

Challah and photo by 

Paula Flicker 

mailto:%20menorah@tifereth-israel.org?subject=Something%20for%20the%20November%20Menorah
mailto:%20menorah@tifereth-israel.org?subject=Something%20for%20the%20November%20Menorah
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TI Social Action Programs and Plans 

Donate Warm Winter Clothes by December 3rd 
Sponsored by the TI Social Action Committee  

Donate blankets, comforters, sleeping bags, socks, gloves and hats; either  
new or in good shape. Recipients will be homeless youths and young adults. 

Gene Herman will be pleased to pick up donations from in front of your home. 

Please email him at: Gene511@aol.com or call him at: 301-379-6105 

Racial Justice Initiative of the Tifereth Israel Social Action Committee 

Carolivia Herron 

The Tifereth Israel Social Action Committee intends to sponsor a series of programs and events promoting 
the concerns of Jews of Color, racial justice, and diversity in the local, national and international Jewish 

community. 

The Social Action Committee will work with Rabbi Werbow and interested TI members to develop and pre-
sent five programs addressing the intersection of Jewish and racial concerns in this year 5781. If you wish to 
be invited to participate in Zoom conversations to discuss the further development of this initiative, please 

email Carolivia Herron and/or Bob Feron. 

Tifereth Israel has previously supported the publicizing of information by and about African Jewish Commu-
nities in Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Uganda and Israel. For several years we supported the coffee grow-
ing cooperative of the Abayudaya in Uganda. The Social Action Committee wishes to continue this vital 
work by helping to publish a new book by Siriri Israel of Uganda, who recently completed a new history of 

the Abayudaya from the early 1900s to the present. 

In developing these programs over the coming months, we will be working with Dee Sanae and Mosaic Vi-
sions, a local NGO dedicated to creating an inclusive space for Jews of Color (JOC) within the Jewish com-
munity as well as addressing racial justice concerns within and beyond the Jewish community. Ms. Sanae has 
held several senior roles with the B’nai B’rith International program. Learn more about Mosaic Visions at mo-

saicvisions.org 

The history of positive racial concern at Tifereth Israel goes back to the 1960s, the Civil Rights movement, 
Marvin Caplan, and Neighbors Incorporated. This history puts Tifereth Israel in a position to develop posi-

TI Tutoring Programs
Click here to sign up: tinyurl.com/tutoringTI 

Other TI Social Action Programs
Click here to sign up:  tinyurl.com/TI-SocAct 

Racial and Social Justice from a Jewish Perspective

Carolivia Herron is proposing a year-long partnership with Mosaic Vision, which focuses on 
advocacy for Jews of Color and inclusiveness for all people. 

Carolivia Herron is organizing a series of five TI Racial and Social Justice events over the 
next year. Contact her if you want to volunteer for her brainstorming over how TI can best 
organize these events remotely. TI racial and social justice volunteers have been actively 

promoting racial and social justice initiatives for over fifty years. 

mailto:Gene511@aol.com
http://mosaicvisions.org/
http://mosaicvisions.org/
http://tinyurl.com/tutoringTI
http://tinyurl.com/TI-SocAct
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tive racial justice programs that expand on a solid foundation of racial sensitivity. Given this background, 
we believe a program tailored to the specific concerns affecting our community regarding race is appro-

priate. 

One aspect of supporting progressive programs addressing racial justice and Jews of Color concerns, is 
the need for financial backing to support the work of advocacy. We therefore request donations to the 
Marvin Caplan Fund of the TI Social Action Committee to help pay expenses related to our new racial 

justice programming. 

The recent Autumn 2020 issue of Lilith Magazine features my article which fictionalizes the voice of Com-
et Neowise, as it rounds the sun in the summer of 2020, refers to the racial justice rallies held at Tifereth 
Israel on Friday afternoons. Tifereth Israel, as well as members Susan Vitale, Louise Parker Kelley, and 
Ruth Secular are all mentioned in the article. Lilith Magazine has generously donated 200 copies of the 
magazine to the Tifereth Israel Social Action Committee, to help us fundraise to support our new racial 

justice initiative. 

Anyone who donates $18.00 or more to the Marvin Caplan Fund will be given the option of receiving a 
printed copy of the magazine. For the same donation, you may also choose to donate the magazine for 

use in education by the diverse local non-Jewish community. 

We have chosen to use the Caplan Fund, rather than create a new racial justice fund, in order to honor 
the legacy of Marvin Caplan. When I was a teenager sitting on a sofa in my Takoma DC house, wonder-
ing why “white people are so mean,” Marvin Caplan, his wife and two African American associates of 
Neighbors Incorporated came to my door and warmly welcomed my family into the neighborhood. That 
was the first welcome we received from neighbors who were not African American. It was a moment 

Tifereth Israel can be proud of. 

Save the Dates: Here is a list of Racial Justice programs we are considering for the rest of 5781. 

December 26, 2020: Shalem on Shabbat afternoon Conversation between Dee Sanae of Mosaic Vi-

sions and Carolivia Herron on Zoom “What’s the Problem?” 

January 16, 2021: MLK Shabbaton 

Shabbat drash by Mr. Daniel R. Smith, whose father was born enslaved during the US Civil War.  

Shalem on Shabbat afternoon: Conversation and/or panel in honor of Representative John Lewis 

These plans are still tentative. 

April 3, 2021: Shalem on Shabbat afternoon 

Shabbat Hol HaMoed: Pesach and anniversary of the death of MLK 
“Shir Hashirim: The special significance of the Song of Songs for Jews of Color and People of Col-

or” (TBD) 

May 15, 16 or 17, 2021 (TBD): Shavuot Presentation “The Handing down of the Word: The Role of Peo-

ple of Color in the Development of the Semitic Alphabet” (TBD) 

July 17, 2020: Shalem on Shabbat afternoon Just before Erev Tisha B’Av 

“The Inquisition and the Diaspora of Iberian Jews and Jews of Color” 

TI Social Action - continued 
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Nayes un Mechayes - Melissa Perera 

Happenings 

On Halloween weekend, Simcha Kuritzky went to 
his first coin show since COVID started, the Pennsyl-
vania Association of Numismatist show in Pitts-
burgh.  There he gave a talk on polygon numismat-

ics, including the twelve-sided Israeli five new 
sheqalim and the 25-sided Bank of Israel medal 

commemorating the Bank’s silver anniversary. 

Melanie Greenfield is pleased that one of her pho-
tographs has been accepted into the Rockville Art 
League’s Juried Member’s Winter Show. The web-

site will be up starting December 6. 

Happy News 

TI members Rabbi Ruti Regan and Ari Ne'eman 
are pleased to announce that their daughter was 

born on Tuesday, October 6, 2020, 18 Av 5781. 

TI members Rachel Seidel and TI Rabbi Emeritus 
Ethan Seidel are delighted to report that they have 
become grandparents for the first time! Their 
grandson arrived Saturday night, October 24, 
2020, 7 Cheshvan 5781. At birth he was 9 pounds, 
10 ounces and 22 inches long. He was given the 
name Barry Lewis Seidel after his paternal great-
grandfather, Barry Seidel, z"l, and the late Con-

gressman John Lewis. 

Sad News 

Helen Baker, mother of Ann Baker and mother-in- 
law of TI member Chris Zeilinger, passed away on 

November 22, 2020, 4 Kislev 5781, at the age of 
99, after a brief bout of cancer. In addition to Ann, 
she is survived by her sons Ken Baker and George 
Baker (Melanie Baker), grandchildren, and many 

nieces, nephews and cousins.  

(Continued on page 11) 
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Nayes un Mechayes - continued 

Sheldon Lisbon, former teacher in the Himmelfarb 

School, has died. Shiva took place in Florida.  

Richard Theodore Rombro, father of TI member 
Chuck Rombro (Pam Stone), and grandfather of 
Elana and Adina, died of old age on November 17, 
2020, 1 Kislev 5781, in Baltimore, Maryland. He 

was 91.  

Natalie Moshavi, mother of TI member Sharon Mo-
shavi (Eric Weiner) and grandmother of Sonya died 
on November 7, 2020, 21 Cheshav 5781. She was 

84 and passed away peacefully after a long illness. 
She is also survived by son Dan Moshavi and grand-

daughter Alyssa.  

Jim Greene, step-grandfather to TI member Gideon 
Bass (Mae Cooper) and great-grandfather to Na-
thaniel and Leah, died of COVID-19 on the morning 
of November 4, 2020, 17 Cheshvan 5781. Jim is 
survived by his sons and grandchildren from his first 
marriage, his foster son, and his wife, Gideon's 
grandmother. His two sons also have COVID-19. 
Gideon's grandmother had it but seems to be recov-

ered and stable for now, but is very sad and lonely. 

Prayers for a complete healing of body and spirit 

for the whole family are appreciated.  

Eleonore Turpin, mother of TI member Stephanie 
(David) Rubin and grandmother of Naomi and Mi-
cah, died on Monday, November 2, 2020, 15 
Cheshvan 5781. She was 97. Her husband of 56 
years, Edgar Allen Turpin, died in 2006. She is also 
survived by her daughter Leslie Turpin (Tom Griffith); 

grandchildren Claire Griffith (Zeko Vika) and Evan 
Griffith (Tasha Ball); great grandson Owen Griffith; 

and brother Klaus Putter.  

May their memory be for a blessing. 

Natalie Moshavi        Richard Rombro 
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December Yahrzeitn

November 27-28 

12/1 Daniel Caplan 
Isaac Nacson 
Rose Wine 

12/2 Selma Beyer 
Esther Edith Harris 
Moses Melamed 
Esther A. Nathanson 
Robert Roodman 
Mollie Spector 
Michael P. Unterweger 
Samuel Wagshal 
Benjamin Yormark 

12/3 David Cohen 
Golda Ostrofsky 
Eva Rosenberg 
Harry Sheftell 
John Temple 

12/4 Al Blanco 
Mollie Fischer 
Julius Gottlieb 
Brian Daniel Greenstein 
Beverly Hartstein 
Meg Wilkes Karraker 
Frances Silverman 
Ezekiel Wolf 

December 4-5 

12/5 Dora Burka 
Samuel M. Jewler 
David Levy 
Irving Malbin 
Yetta Rosen 
Irving I. Rosenberg 
Bertha Minnie Trupp 

12/6 Corey Axel 
Sylvia Woolf Morss 
N. David Neimark
Bernard Rubinstein

12/7 Rose Corman 
Sadie Grolman 
Samuel Reibstein 

12/8 Joseph Birnman 

Lena Kramer 
Martha Levy 
Faye Phillips 
Rabbi Jack L Shapiro 
Karl Waldman 

12/9 Leon Kandell 
Sara Rovinsky 
Israel Temple 

12/10 Mollie Bernstein 
Rose Bojankosky 
Frances Cooper 
Miriam Taishoff Jacobson 
Ida Klaben 
Charles Lipshitz 
Roy Weber 

12/11 Gilda Bram 
Morton L. Cohen 
Irving Hoffman 
Robert List 
Edith Schwartz Sarrow 
Max Sherman 
Flora Wertheim 

December 11-12 

12/12 Robert Allan Barr 
Joseph Caplan 
Jennie Donsky 
Evelyn Reiss 
Ralph Trupp 
Ruth Goldstein 
    Weintraub 

12/13 Muriel Berkowitz 
Florence Gross 
Abe Hofberg 
Frances Peck 

12/14 Bernard Anker 
Bertha Feldman 
Lorraine Goldman 
M. Jerry Winnick

12/15 Chuck Britt 
William Greene 
Alvin Himmelfarb 
Sarah Hofberg 

Joseph Levin 
Meyer Liebman 
Joseph Perlzweig 
Herbert Radler 
Mollie Rudnick 
Selmajean Schneider 
Annie Silverman 
Hyman Sperling 

12/16 David Davidson 
Toby Meckler Footer 
Herbert Gelernter 
Miriam Mae Hoffman 
Charles Louis Kincannon 
Hannah Clair Klein 
Dr. Solomon Weintraub 

12/17 Lewis Berman 
Irma Naiman 

 Greenspoon 
Lou Meckler 
Lillian Reamer 
Esther Root 
Bernard Rubinstein 
Carol B. Sherman 
Laurence S. Weiss 

12/18 Pauline Danowit 
Estelle Frankel Druskin 
Irene Feigelis 
Zelda Joy Fields 
Marilyn Gleckman 
Beatrice F. Lewis 
Helen Switkes Pedolsky 
Frieda Perlzweig 

December 18-19 
12/19 Miriam Meyer Gross 

Sadie C. Nathanson 
David Simon 
Judith Z. Weilerstein 
Walter Wulfsohn 

12/20 Dora Gerber 
Madeline Kohn 
Alan H. Kotz 
Samuel Poms 

Editor’s note:  We list upcoming yahrzeitn based on office records, under the Shabbat dates when the 
name is recited and  by the yahrzeit date.  
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December Yahrzeitn continued 

12/21 Roger A. Amsellem 
Alexander H. Grolman 
Helen Janus 
Ernestine List 
Micah Naftalin 
Leah Bluestone Odle 

12/22 Anna Goodman 
Cesia Honig 
Marshall Jacobson 
Samuel Jewler 
Abraham Millman 
Sumner M. Morss 
David Mostow 
Mildred Pearlman 
Malcolm Peterman 

12/23 Goldie Feinsilver 
Lillian S. Lascoff 
Estelle Rose Morss 
David Primack 

12/24 William Gorewitz 
Susan Harvey 
Ida Mendelson Lepp 
Isaac M. Neviaser 
Miriam Penn 

Morris Wolf 
12/25 Saul Berenbaum 

Melvin Bressler 
Louis Eisenstein 
Denis Fabian 
Martin Lawrence 
    Friedman 
Martin Leff 
Hyman Mendelson 
Belle P. Modell 
Jens Pedersen 
Doris Pincus 
Beryl G. Reynolds 
Isaac Joel Shleien 
Minda Tilchin 

December 25-26 
12/26 Mollie Botkin 

Rebecca Goldstein 
Brian Leslie Kalmus 
Tova Levine 
Isaac Millman 
Meyer Needle 

12/27 Maurice Cowan 
Goldie Friedman 

Ralph Handwerker 
Morris Kaplan 
David I. Rothberg 

12/28 Dorothy Frankel Filderman 
Henry Goldstein 
Esther Hillson 
Hilda Kahn 
Albert Marks 
Norman Morris 
R. Raymond Rothman

12/29 Leon Cywan 
12/30 Stephanie Diamond Cohen 

Fannie Fishman 
Frances Friedlander 
Clara Goldring 
Marie Nash Johnson 
Leon Kahanov 
Gladys Elizabeth Miller 
Marjorie S. Schiffman 
Ella Schwarz 

12/31 David Albert Gutman, Jr. 

A. Arvin Lynn

What I Learned from the Pandemic

Paul Bardack 

During the pandemic, I learned to be more grateful than I had been: for being able to wake up each 
morning when too many people I have known can no longer do that ("Modeh Ani"); for recognizing how 
blessed I am physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually in so many ways that I didn't before fully 
appreciate ("Birchat HaShachar"); for learning how important it is to be explicitly thankful to others for 
all those many blessings ("Pesukei DeZimra"); for the opportunity to seek out and enjoy contemplative, 
quiet time ("Amida"); and for having further opportunities like this one to share my gratitude with so 
many of you who stood by me and my family in challenging times just as much as you stood by us in 
easier ones ("TI Menorah").  

Jessica Weissman 

I learned that if you eat three meals a day at home the dishwasher fills up fast, with the bottom rack 
often full before the top rack.  Which means we may as well put in some things that we usually hand 
wash. I learned that while I love my house, being there all the time gets old.  Just walking around my 
neighborhood, with or without Betty the Butch Beagle, I notice new things every day.  Trees this fall have 
been glorious, and Betty has taught me that there might be something really interesting under any pile 
of leaves.  And I’ve learned (or perhaps remembered) that talking with my sisters on the phone is a 
reliable source of joy any time.   
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Lifelong Learning: December 2020 - Rina Rebibo

This year has brought about a lot of change in a lot of ways. Some not of our own choice and others due to 
our personal conscious efforts. For the last four years, I would write a column every month about what is 
happening in Himmelfarb, but as I am writing this column I realized I would like to change that and cover 

other programs and classes as well. 

In November, our Zoom In On Emunah class began with over 30 women in attendance. Everyone shared 
moments when they felt close to God and we set the tone for our next class.  During the course we will be 
discussing our thoughts and reactions to the book, The Garden of Emunah by Rabbi Shalom Arush and 
discussing pertinent questions about our faith. Our next class is meeting on December 7th at 8pm. Email me 

(rina@tifereth-israel.org) if you would like more information or to join our class.  

This year, in lieu of our Chanukah Extravaganza, we will be celebrating the holiday with 8 Bright Nights. 
On each night of Chanukah there will be a special event held, including storytelling by Jordan Hill, a sip & 
paint evening with TI’s own Fylis Peckham, Family Fun Night with Mainstages, an Olive Oil Workshop with 
TI’s VP of Lifelong Learning, Wilhelmina Gottschalk, and a sing-along with Morah Silvia. We are also 
having two socially distanced outdoor events; Havdalah and Stargazing with Rabbi Werbow & John List 
and a Tots Donuts & Dreidel meet up at a local park. Tots are also having a virtual music party with one of 

our favorites, Will Rivlin.  

Of course, this column would not be complete without an update on our school. As always, time is flying by. 
We are back to our unusual, (Zoom), usual Sunday mornings. The students are knee deep into their first 
semester and the newest electives of creative writing, cooking the parasha, and drama are in full swing. 
While cooking class gets to enjoy their efforts on the spot, our drama class is preparing something for 
everyone to enjoy at a later date. Stay tuned for an original Himmelfarb Hanukkah skit from the Drama 

class! 

Mark your calendars for Sunday, December 13, at 
10:30 for a special KN event. Theater J Artistic 
Director Adam Immerwahr will lead a Zoom 

discussion on the ins and outs of producing live 
theater (especially the fresh challenges caused by 

the pandemic lockdown), the ethics of running a 
Jewish arts organization, and why Jewish theater is 
so important and necessary for our times. A 
question & answer session will follow the 

approximately 40-minute interview. 

KN Board members have been able to meet 
monthly via Zoom during the pandemic, and some 
are becoming adept at arranging them: shout out 

to Margie Odle in particular.  

The December reading for the KN Book Group is 
the novel A Wife in Bangkok by TI member Iris 
Lav, meeting via Zoom.  For more information 

about the Book Group see the article on page 17. 

Backstage Passes from Kol Nashim - Louise Kelley
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Gevarim - Andrew Reamer

Politics and Policy: The 2020 Election and Implications Going Forward 

Sunday, December 6 • 7:30 pm • via Zoom (see TI calendar for link) 

TI members and political/policy experts Bill Galston, Brookings Institution Senior Fellow, and Howard 

Gleckman, Senior Fellow, Tax Policy Center will provide their perspective and take your questions on the 

recent election and the policy directions of the Biden-Harris administration. TI member Iris Lav, former 

Deputy Director, Center for Budget and Policy Priorities, will moderate.   

Jewish Intellectual History: 16th to 20th Century 

David Ruderman, Professor of Modern Jewish History at the University of Pennsylvania, explores the prob-

lem of Jewish identity in the modern era, when Jews confronted many challenges in defining their religious 

and cultural affiliation in a world very different from the pre-modern age. His video lectures are intro-

duced and the discussion led by Allan Tulchin.   

Sunday, December 6 -- 10:30 am-12:15 pm • via Zoom (see TI calendar for link) 

Lecture 23: Feminist Jewish Theology -- Jewish feminism has contributed to a new understanding of Juda-

ism through the emergence of new readings of classical texts and liturgy, new scholarship in Jewish history, 

and new theological perspectives that take into account the perspective of gender when examining 

the values and priorities enunciated in the Jewish tradition. A key manifesto of Jewish feminist theology was 

the essay of Judith Plaskow of 1971, later expanded into her book Standing Again at Si-

nai. Plaskow’s critique raised a provocative question: Could Judaism and feminism find a way of coexisting, 

or was it necessary to choose one over the other?  

Lecture 24: Current Trends in Jewish Thought -- Some thinkers have reconnected with the body of mysti-

cal teachings in Judaism in an attempt to revitalize Jewish life and spirituality. In Israel, other thinkers have 

struggled with the meaning of a Jewish state still in conflict with its Arab neighbors. Can nostalgia alone 

sustain an enduring faith and an enduring community? Ultimately, are the questions of God, Torah, and Is-

rael of interest only to intellectuals? Are the latter the only people who give some thought to the mean-

ing of their lives? These are questions worthy to ponder at the end of this course.  

Rock Creek Stream Cleanup 

On November 8th TI-ers volunteered to 

help keep Rock Creek clean.  As seen in 

the photo at left, the group (including 

Rabbi Werbow and Julie Steinberg) 

found and removed quite a bit of trash 

from the creek. 

Photo by Sylvia Horwitz. 
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TI Youth Happenings - Yael Horowitz

This was a great first month for me at TI. I learned so much about the community and got to meet brilliant 
community members via Zoom and from a distance. One of the highlights of my month was preparing movie 
snack bags for our Teen movie night, something about eating popcorn all together over Zoom really makes you 

feel connected!  

We really want to stay in touch and run fun and relevant programming, so we are asking parents and teens to 

fill out this form.   

Looking Back: 

This month we had two great youth events. Kadima (6-8th grade) 
went on a hike in Candy Cane City, we played hiking games, got to 

know each other and got to spend time outside together.  

TI Teens got to watch a movie together – it is so fun being able to 

chat throughout a movie without getting shushed (thank you, Zoom!) . 

Looking Forward:  

We have so many great events planned for this winter! 

December 6 at 3 pm, for TI Youth in 6-12th grade: Can TI youth 
outsmart an escape room? We’re about to find out as we play a 
specially crafted Chanukah themed escape room created by Bagels and Locks. There will be two levels going 
at the same time for Kadima and USY, teams will be talking to each other via Zoom while playing.  Register 

for the event here by November 30 (strict deadline for us to communicate numbers with outside vendor).  

December 10-17 at 7 pm, 8 Bright Nights: The whole TI community will be celebrating every night of Chanukah 
together with many different events. You can see the schedule here. Especially enjoyable for youth is the 

storytelling on the 10th, the art activity on the 15th, and the family fun night on the 16th!  

January 9th at 7 pm, for 9-12th grade: Virtual Dance Party, TI Teens are going to boogie over Zoom! 

Registration info to come. 

January 10th at 3 pm, for 6-8th  grade: Reflecting on a New Year, together we will think about all the things 
we’ve learned from this past year, as strange as it may be and set intentions for the new year. Registration 

information to come.  

January 11th at 4 pm, for 4-5th grade: Game Time! A space and time for TI 4th and 5th graders to play and be 

together over Zoom.  

January 20th at 9 pm, for Parents: Parent Schmooze 2.0: Join Rina and Yael as they talk about and practice the 

power of play as self-care. Contact Rina (rina@tifereth-israel.org) for the Zoom information.  

As always I look forward to getting to know more of you and if you have any questions or concerns please 

contact me, yael@tifereth-israel.org  

Photo by Yael H.

What I Learned During the Pandemic - Naomi Revzin

I learned that  the  pandemic's only purpose is to infect.  Response to the pandemic is my choice. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1I8Z8ixjVE-gG-SOH51VV_VnCjSzTxenp0PbYu1IU16M/edit
https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/usy--kadima-chanukah-escape-room.html
https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/chanukah5781.html
mailto:rina@tifereth-israel.org
mailto:yael@tifereth-israel.org
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-  
Kol Nashim Book Group - Jessica Weissman 

The KN book group met on Tuesday, November 17 
to discuss Richard Elliott Friedman’s The Exodus, 
How It Happened and Why It Matters.  Almost eve-
ryone found Friedman’s arguments interesting and 
some found them convincing.  We would have liked 
to hear more about the alternatives to the docu-
mentary hypothesis concerning the sources of the 

Torah. 

Moving from speculation to fiction, our December 

reading is Iris Lav’s novel A Wife in Bangkok.   

Iris will be present to answer questions.  Copies 
are available at Politics & Prose and from the usu-

al online suspects (in paper and electronic form). 

In January we will discuss Family Papers; a Sephar-
dic Journey Through the 20th Century, by Sarah 
Abrevaya Stein.  This book, by a historian whose 
previous book was about Jewish ostrich farmers in 
South Africa, assembles many documents and pa-

pers and other material related to a Sephardic 
family.  Available in the MoCo library and from 

local and online sources. 

February’s reading is Bruce Berger’s novel Flight 

of the Veil.   

The book group is open to everyone who enjoys 
reading and talking about books.  There’s no ab-
solute requirement to have finished the book or 
even started it.  However, we make no commitment 

to avoid spoilers. 

We meet at 7:30 over Zoom.  If you are not on the 
evite list, please contact Janice Mehler (contact 
information in the TI directory) to be add-
ed.  There's no requirement to RSVP until we go 
back to meeting at members’ houses, but being on 
the list gets you timely reminders and an email 

with the Zoom link. 

KRISPY KREME CHANUKAH DONUT SALE 
Treat yourself to some Sunday sufganiyot while supporting TI! Now through December 7, place an order 

for delicious Krispy Kreme donuts by the dozen and swing by TI on Sunday morning, December 13 to 

collect them. Each dozen is $10 and you can choose from traditional glazed, chocolate, lemon filled, 

raspberry filled or Kreme filled. Krispy Kreme donuts are kosher friendly!  

Click here to go to the form. 

Order pick up will be contactless and take place between 9:00 am and noon on Sunday, December 13. 

Ordering will close at 5:00 pm on Monday, December 7. Contact Rina Rebibo with questions.

https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/krispy-kreme-donuts---pick-up.html
mailto:sheri@tifereth-israel.org
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Donations 

ANNUAL APPEAL 

Laurie & Bruce Berger 

Dana Beyer 

Steven & Rachel Bressler 

Joshua & Sara Goldberg 

Myrna Goldman 

Gayle & Erik Hope 

Joseph & Paula Martin 

Sanford & Shelley Reback 

GENERAL DONATION  

Burt Barnow & Joyce Kaiser 

Raymond & Rebecca Coleman 

Rachel Elwell 

Les & Vera Kitchman 

Alexandra Kincannon &      Toda Rabah to Stephanie  
     Paul Moorehead            Rubin 

Sheridan & Dana Neimark   Refuah Shlemah for Esther  
                                                 Herman  

Michael Sumner     
                   In Honor Of 

Mikah & Alexander Berg     Barry Lewis Seidel  

William & Miriam Galston     Barry Lewis Seidel  

Sheridan & Dana Neimark    Barry Lewis Seidel  

Henry & Arlene Winkleman   Rabbi Avis Miller 

                   In Memory Of 

Ellen Cleary            Eleonore Turpin 

Morris Klein & Naomi      Eleonore Turpin 
    Freeman  

Morris Klein & Naomi       Jim Greene  
    Freeman  

John & Lynne List                 Eleonore Turpin 

David & Janice Mehler           Eleonore Turpin 

Sheridan & Dana Neimark     Eleonore Turpin  

Sheridan & Dana Neimark     Beth Susan Abramowitz 

Sheridan & Dana Neimark     Allan and Judy 
                           Schechtman 

Sheridan & Dana Neimark     Agbot Martin 

Sheridan & Dana Neimark    Robert Rovinsky 

Sheridan & Dana Neimark    Janet (Jennie) Kessin 

MARCIA GOLDBERG FUND  

                   In Honor Of 

Stephen & Shelly Heller          Barry Lewis Seidel 

Paula Tucker                          Barry Lewis Seidel 

MOLLIE BERCH LIBRARY FUND  

                   In Memory Of 

Harvey Kabaker &             Eleonore Turpin 

   Andrea Kline    

NEW INITIAVES  FUND 

Daniel & Allison Turner 

RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND 

                   In Honor Of 

Laurie & Bruce Berger         Rabbi and Rachel  

                         Seidel 

Howard Marks           Uptown Shabbat 

THE ACCESSIBILITY FUND 

                   In Honor Of 

Mark & Mona Berch              Barry Lewis Seidel  
                   In Memory Of 

Mark & Mona Berch                 Eleonore Turpin 

Mark & Mona Berch                 Jim Greene 

 TORAH REPAIR FUND 

Myrna Goldman 

YAHRZEIT DONATIONS   

                   In Memory Of 

Leonard Bachman        Florence Brown Jaffe 

Rabbi & A. Nathan &              Eva Lodge 
   Barbara Abramowitz 

Leonard Bachman        Bessie Bachman 

Burt Barnow & Joyce Kaiser    Ann Barnow Liberson 

Florence Berlin          Nathan Berlin 

Joel Cohen             Deborah Cohen Christie 

Marc & Karen Drazin         William Jeweler 

Henry Einhorn            Florence Einhorn 

Irwin & Marilyn Feldman        Lillian Pittle Norris 

Barbara May Goldberg     Seymour Goldberg,  
                                                Morris & Sarah May 

Judith Halpert           Louis C. Silverman 

Sue & Melvin Heyman      Harry Lopatin 

(Continued on page 19) 
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What We Learned During the Pandemic 

                   In Memory Of 

Steven Kalish & Anita Bollt      Theodore Bollt 

Morris Klein & Naomi             Henry Freeman 
   Freeman 

Iris & Michael Lav         Phyllis Warren 

Iris & Michael Lav         Samuel Mitlin 

Jacob I. Melamed         Moses Melamed 

Jacques Nacson         Isaac Nacson 

Eli Nadel & Sally Hausman  Ruth Boorstein 

Leslie Rod             Stephen Gordon Rod 

Morton & Adele Samler     Sadie Rosenthal Goldstein 

Roberta Schery          Joseph Schery 

Yvonne Shashoua &              Sonya Rozansky Shashoua 
   Yochanan Sullivan 

Bernie Shleien           Debra Shleien 

                   In Memory Of 

Paula Tucker            Bernard Tucker 

Michael & Ruth Unterweger  Ellis Bloom 

Michael & Ruth Unterweger    Esther Rodberg 

Lynne Vinick              Gloria Newman 

Susan Vitale & Henry Levin    Eugene Charles Vitale 

Lesley Zark                              Donn Joseph Zark 

YIZKOR   

                   In Memory Of 

Stephen & Shelly Heller           William & Esther Silverman 

Yvonne Shashoua &              Sonya Rozansky Shashoua 
   Yochanan Sullivan 

Yvonne Shashoua &              Alfred Salim Shashoua 

    Yochanan Sullivan 

Donations - continued 

Dick and Margie Siegel 
First, we were disappointed that our trip to Poland 
with Jewish Historical Seminars, scheduled for June, 
had to be cancelled because of the pandemic.  We 
also wanted to plan other trips after that, and we 
sadly had to put those plans on hold.  But on the 
bright side, Jewish Historical Seminars started giving 
an excellent series of weekly lectures on Zoom by its 
tour guides who had led previous trips by the 
organization.  We look forward to them every 

week.   

In general, while we have missed the chance to plan 
and enjoy future trips, we were able to slow down 
and remember all the things we experienced in our 
previous trips, and we found ourselves at a new level 
of gratitude for the travels we have already been 

lucky to make.   

Second, by staying home all the time, we got to pay 
more attention to the trees, flowers, birds and 
animals in our wooded backyard overlooking the 
Pinehurst Tributary of Rock Creek.  We always knew 
we had a great backyard but in the more than 50 
years we have lived in our house, we never spent so 
much time in front of our large windows noticing what 

was there all the time! 

Third, we have been pleasantly surprised that Zoom 
services have been such a success in keeping us close 

to TI and keeping the whole community close to us.  

Rachel Tickner 
What have I learned in the pandemic? I am still 
learning to accept disruptions and roadblocks, 
balance caregiving and self-care, and—most 
important—find benefits in otherwise difficult 
situations. A wash-dry-fold laundry service relieved 
my previous, endless, internal argument about when 
next to haul our wash to and from the communal 
laundry room (“I don’t wanna!” vs “Work deferred is 
work increased.”). My new commute between 
bedroom and dining room freed up sufficient time 
and energy to streamline previously neglected home-
based clutter and routines. News of parents 
simultaneously trying to maintain personal workplace 
productivity and supervise their child’s or children’s 
distance learning filled me with gratitude that our 
own son is a mostly self-directed college student. 
Finally, by the time this pandemic fades away, both 
my privately-known home office and the far more 

public Oval Office will be remarkably improved. 
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Germany’s Jewish Money, Part 2 - Simcha Kuritzky 

The first phase of the Holocaust was a variety of persecutions, some put into law, such as restrictions on 

where Jews could live and what jobs they could hold, and others extra-legal, such as attacks on Jews and 

their property.  The second phase began after Germany conquered western Poland and captured two 

million Jews:  the building of crowded ghettos and use of Jews as slave labor.  Germany annexed parts 

of Poland, expelled or enslaved many of the Poles, and moved Germans into the abandoned farms and 

towns.  The three new German provinces were called Danzig/West Prussia, Wartheland, and Ober-

Schlesien.  The Polish city of Lodz was in Wartheland.  The Germans renamed Lodz as Litzmannstadt, 

after the German General who conquered this region in World War One, and forced the Jews there into 

one of the first ghettos. 

Lodz’s population in 1939 was one-third Jewish, but they were relocated to just a tiny fraction of the city 

in April and May, 1940.  The 164,000 Jews were soon joined by 20,000 Jews deported from 

Luxembourg, Germany, and the former Czechoslovakia.  Disease and starvation took the lives of almost 

a quarter of the inmates from 1940-44.  The Germans appointed Mordechai Chayim Rumkowski head of 

the Ghetto and gave him the title Jewish Elder.  He controlled all aspects of life in the Ghetto subject only 

to German interference.  The Jewish Council controlled living space, food, healthcare, and even cultural 

events.  Rumkowski was convinced that the key to survival was to turn the Ghetto into a necessary cog in 

the German war machine.  Lodz was already an industrial city; Rumkowski employed a third of the 

inmates in various factories. 

  

Factories need capital.  The Lodz ghetto was unique of the over 1,000 Nazi ghettos in that it started with 

its own money.  Technically, these were receipts (in German, quittungen) for 50 pfennigs and 1, 2, 5, 10, 

20 and 50 marks, originally given to compensate Jews for stolen property, but later used for wages in 

the factories.  Issued with Rumkowsi’s facsimile signature, they showed a menorah and Magney David 

and are dated May 15, 1940.  Inmates referred to these notes as Rumki or Chaimki.  They also included 

a warning that there would be severe consequences for counterfeiting.  The two mark note was actually 

recalled and demonetized due to counterfeiting in June, 1941. 

(Continued on page 21) 
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Germany’s Jewish Money - continued

The symbolism of the notes is quite striking.  The background is a latticework that both invokes the Jewish star 

and barbed wire.  The barbed wire motif is most noticeable in black surrounding the main image on the one 

mark notes.  There was no sugar-coating the message:  this was a prison for Jews. 

Small change coins were also issued in 1942 in aluminum-magnesium, but may have been mostly patterns or 

presentation pieces as they are very scarce today.  The first design at left was recalled because it looked 

too close to the real German coins on the right.  Behind the Judenstern are six wheat stalks, reminiscent of the 

ten pfennig coins issued up through 1936, and the two oak leaves, fraktur script, and shape of the 10 all 

mimic the contemporary Nazi 10 pfennigs issued 1936-45.  It is believed the 10 pfennig coins were to be 

used to make change for buying postage at the Ghetto post office, since otherwise they had little value--a 

loaf of bread cost 20 marks in the Ghetto. 

In 1943, higher denomination coins were issued which actually circulated.  They were all issued in either pure 

aluminum or aluminum-magnesium.  This metal is so volatile, many coins disintegrated or were burned as fuel. 

The 5, 10, and 20 marks all show a Judenstern surrounded by barbed wire with legend Getto 1943. 
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Rumkowski’s plan almost worked, though in early 1942, the Nazis implemented in Lodz the third stage of 

their persecution:  genocide.  They deported and murdered 55,000 Jewish residents, and in September, 

all 20,000 children and elders met the same fate.  Rumkowski was recognized as a traitor for telling the 

Ghetto inmates to not resist the orders, for fear resistance would only lead to more deaths.  But then, for 

the next year and a half, the Nazis left the Ghetto and its inmates relatively alone.  However, as the Red 

Army approached in June to August, 1944, the Germans liquidated the Ghetto and murdered most of 

the residents.  Rumkowski himself was taken by the final transport to Auschwitz where he was beaten to 

death by Jewish kapos.  The Soviets liberated what remained of the Ghetto in January, 1945 and 877 

Jews emerged from hiding in the city. 

 
The notes are widely available, though cost is in the low hundreds of dollars.  The 5 and 10 mark coins 

run around the same; the 20 mark is rare and will cost over a thousand dollars.  Counterfeits and 

fantasies, such as 3 or 50 mark coins, are common so I would recommend buying only certified pieces.  If 

the coin or note costs under $20, you can be certain it’s fake.  Poland also has issued coins 

commemorating the Lodz ghetto.  These silver 20 zlotych are from 2004 and 2009 and cost under $50; 

there are lower denomination brass coins also that cost under $5. 

Germany’s Jewish Money - continued 

https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/zoom-in-on-emunah.html
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B’nai Mitzvah 

Hi, my name is Jordan Hope. I am a 

seventh grader in Sligo Middle School in 

Silver Spring. I enjoy learning Spanish, and 

hope to travel one day. I have taken Tae 

Kwon Do for four years and earned my 

first degree Black Belt this fall. I also enjoy 

running and have participated in several 

5K races. I have a cat named Thor and a 

dog named Harley. Cynthia Peterman is 

my bar mitzvah tutor and she helped me 

learn my haftorah.   

I learned two significant things during this 

lockdown: I really do need TI's liturgies and social 

connections, and I need to take care of people or I 

get the blues.  Let me explain.   

I knew that I enjoyed being part of TI, that it was 

important to me to go to services, be married & 

buried (eventually!) as a Jew, and that this shul 

specifically was a vital part of my life.  But until 

the lockdown, I truly didn't understand how crucial 

it was.  I need to hear Hebrew, hear the Torah, 

even if I don't go to services every week.  I need to 

talk with my friends in the congregation, or the 

subgroup of friends that are Kol Nashim, or the 

larger group that gives good leyning and song.  It 

matters to me when someone does the Parasha or 

the Haftarah melodiously.  It matters when I can 

visit a friend who has had surgery or treatment or 

just wants to sit outside six feet apart and talk, 

conversation a cornerstone of relationship more 

than ever, both of us masked and a little muffled 

but able to make eye contact and share jokes.  In 

the past I've often resented helping friends who 

were ill or having to do the work to create a meal 

for friends or family.  Now I cherish those things 

and I've gotten better at cooking and delivering 

items for the housebound.  Zooming to connect with 

my co-workers and my congregation has become 

smoother and even routine . . . but I need 

it.  Underneath it all I believed I could take it or 

leave it, that it mattered but not that much, that if I 

went to services or events not very much, it was 

fine.  That if I did a mitzvah or not, it was no big 

deal. 

I found out that if I'm not paying attention to the 

Torah or helping heal the world, it all seems 

pointless. So that was my big lesson since we all 

went into house arrest and I'm grateful I figured it 

out. 

What I Learned During the Pandemic Lockdown - Louise Parker Kelley 
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https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/shabbat-morning-service-zoom1.html
https://tiferethdc.shulcloud.com/event/zoom-dalah-hava-dalah-zoom3.html
https://www.facebook.com/TiferethIsrael
https://www.instagram.com/tiferethisraelcongregation/?hl=en
https://youtu.be/BEfuCUW66Fk



